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Abstract

The aim of the paper is to elaborate the popular concept of

spatial clusters in a broader regional development context.

Are regional clusters natural and emergent? Do we under-

stand how and why? Does the concept necessarily imply

nearness? How much? How little? Is there a role for policy

makers? This contribution offers an up-to-date critical

perspective.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Among the big questions that challenge us is still the one that involves the wealth of nations (see e.g.,

Acemoglu & James, 2012; Acemoglu & Robinson, 2019). How did we get so rich? “Modern humans first

emerged about 100,000 years ago. For the next 99,800 years or so, nothing happened. Well, not quite nothing.

There were wars, political intrigue, the invention or agriculture – but none of that stuff had much effect on the

quality of people's lives. Almost everyone lived on the modern equivalent of $400 to $600 a year, just above

the subsistence level. True there were always aristocracies who lived far better, but numerically, they were

quite insignificant” Landsburg (2007). The remarkable (and very unusual) last 200–300 years have been

described as The Mass Flourishing (Phelps, 2013); The Great Enrichment (McCloskey, 2016), The Great Break-

through (Simon, 2000), The Great Fact (McCloskey, 2010), The Miracle (Goldberg, 2018), An Aberration

(Mounk, 2018), etc. For the first time, palatable improvements in health, safety, longevity and consumption

choices were seen within one's lifetime.
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Pinker (2018, p. 127) has taken up the theme and linked it to the topic at hand, the spread and application

of ideas. “Indeed, it's a fallacy to think that people ‘need resources’ in the first place. They need ways of grow-

ing food, moving around, lighting their homes, displaying information, and other sources of well-being. They sat-

isfy these needs with ideas: with recipes, formulas, techniques, blueprints, and algorithms for manipulating the

physical world to give them what they want. The human mind, with its recursive combinatorial power, can

explore an infinite space of ideas, and is not limited by the quantity of any particular kind of stuff in the gro-

und. When one idea no longer works, another can take its place. This doesn't defy the laws of probability but

obeys them.”

The human mind is clearly the inspiration source and seedbed for progress and prosperity (see also Kahneman,

2011; Mokyr, 2007). But it is undoubtedly true that income and wealth are unequally distributed, not only among

people or social groups but inevitably among nations, regions or cities. Some places are better endowed with more

development resources than others and hence have a greater opportunity to flourish (as articulated in the “resource-

ful region concept” by Nijkamp, 2016). Discussions of resources must note Simon's point that the “ultimate” is

human ingenuity. This suggests that urban agglomerations (including mega-cities) and metropolitan areas are nowa-

days regarded as the magnets of spatial-economic growth.

Nevertheless, most of the above cited authors say surprisingly little about cities. But cities in the “urban century”

are often called “engines of growth” (see the “new urban world” concept introduced by Kourtit, 2018). They are

places where new ideas are generated and productivity enhanced. But this standard description is too passive

because it does not recognize the driving force of entrepreneurial action. Entrepreneurs are specialized in terms of

their awareness, their ability to see what is essential, their willingness to take risks, and their ability to discover, learn

and create via repeated trial and error. So what is it that entrepreneurs in cities do? More specifically, how do entre-

preneurs organize themselves spatially to succeed? These questions brings us into the realm of regional development

analysis.

2 | BRAINS AND BRAIN HUBS

Regional development has been a source of concern and interest since the early days of regional science. It has

prompted an avalanche of studies on success and failure factors in regional and urban policy, not only in developed

economies but also in the developing world. The general idea is that economic interests are best served through a

process of spatially concentrated economic and industrial activity. This is clearly reflected in such concepts as indus-

trial districts, growth centres or industrial clusters.

The success of Silicon Valley as a model innovation or “tech hub” has been widely noted; “brain hub” may be

better. Our brains are the “ultimate” resource (Simon, 1996). Just as new things are new combinations of existing

things, new ideas are new combinations of ideas we already have: new neural connections. The bigger and the more

diverse the network, the greater the odds of finding new combinations that denote new ideas. If our brains house

complex neural networks, then networked networks, our brains interacting with others' brains, are much more com-

plex and much better. Most of us spend much of our existence developing our brains via networking and re-

networking connections inside as well as beyond our own heads. It is well established that many great ideas and inven-

tions came about via discussions. Knowledge is cumulative, over time and over space. Whereas economists have long

modeled competition among firms on the basis of price and/or product quality, some writers now claim that the

competition that matters most involves learning and the creation and application of new knowledge (Maskell &

Malmberg, 1999).

All of these observations have prompted various brain hub discussions as an important regional planning

policy. The prospect of long-term growth, especially for well-paid jobs is overwhelmingly attractive to policy

makers and others. Attempts by regional planners to conjure or replicate a version of this development are

widespread. For lagging regions, the prospect of some sort of jump-start opportunity is especially attractive. But
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discovering the formula (if there is such a thing) has been difficult. Saxenian (1998) suggests Silicon Valley's

development was emergent. Hard-to-duplicate historical-institutional factors were key. Robert Metcalfe is

credited with observing “Silicon Valley is the only place on Earth not trying to figure out how to become Sili-

con Valley” (Info World, 1998, p.123). And it is not just tech companies that congregate but also most notably

venture capital firms that populate the high-tech ecosystem of “the Valley”. (Moretti, 2012, p.135). Ideas with-

out capital or capital without ideas are incomplete, almost useless.

The industries involved are generally “footloose” in the sense that they are unlikely to be tied to specific places

abundant in a particular natural resource, such as timber, coal or water. This means that the location preferences of

workers matter most. This suggests that climate matters. Florida (2002) has studied the location preferences of a

“creative class” of people. Not surprisingly, they are identified as cosmopolitan in their tastes. Economists have noted

the consumption externalities: greater variety and depth of cultural experiences are available when sufficient num-

bers of people with a taste for such enjoyments are nearby, close enough to create a critical mass of demand. These,

where available, contribute to labour market pooling benefits.

Can regional planning strategies contribute?1 Agglomeration economies denote increasing returns to scale.

This suggests forces that they are propulsive and will be exploited by profit-seeking entrepreneurs as well as

advantage-seeking workers. Do policy-makers need to do anything? Does the process need to be kick-started

somehow?

There is a large and growing literature on plausible policy interventions to promote clusters. There is apparently

rising popularity of so-called cluster concepts as a plausible cornerstone for regional development policy. Even

though the notion of a cluster is not novel since Marshallian times, the idea has recently gained popularity thanks to

the seminal work of Porter (2000) who launched the notion in a well-structured and coherent way in the 1990s. We

now find in the regional and industrial economics literature a wealth of scientific contributions which take the cluster

concept – directly or indirectly – as a critical departure for regional planning and policy strategies. In both the devel-

oped and the developing world clusters have been suggested as an operational policy tool for regional and urban

planning. Admittedly, the notion of a cluster as a signpost or operational anchor point for regional policy has also

been criticized in the regional science literature. It is time for a retrospective critical view of the relevance of the clus-

ter concept as a serious regional development policy, while at the same time there is a need for a prospective view

on clusters in the light of the drastic changes in the external environment of regional policy, such as the geographical

impact of digital technology, the influence of globalisation on regions, and the changing role of governments in a par-

ticipatory society.

Recent contributions by Porter suggest a market-based description of a selective and focused development

strategy for regions and localities. “Clusters represent a new way of thinking about national, state, and local

economies, and they necessitate new rules for companies, government, and other institutions in enhancing com-

petitiveness” (Porter, 1998, p. 3). But the idea of agglomeration economies is old; clustering discussions focus

on the almost inevitable spatial realization of agglomeration. So it is not surprising that various writers have

noted that clusters contribute to value creation in local or regional economies, without requiring expensive

blueprint plans on industrial concentration. Their proof of concept (from a design and technological angle) is

rather straightforward, while their proof of relevance (from a market pull perspective) is based on simple indus-

trial organisation principles. Advanced and innovative clusters tend to generate significant benefits to workers,

enterprises and regions or localities, in particular labour market pooling, knowledge and information spillovers,

improvement of local entrepreneurial capability, exploitation of smart specialization, and a stimulus for a rise in

local productivity, wage levels and number of jobs. Across the cluster, there is productivity enhancing competi-

tion as well as co-operation.

1Pendall, Puentes, and Martin (2006) apply factor analysis to identify twelve major regional planning approaches practiced in the US. They base this on a

survey questionnaire addressed 1,800 local governments in the 50 largest US metropolitan areas. But it is not possible to link observed development

outcomes to the twelve policy approaches.
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The many discussions of clustering strategies and approaches found in the literature are generally vague, occa-

sionally even circular, or simply arrays of commonsensical truisms.2 “It is difficult for public policy to create new clus-

ters deliberately. Instead policy-makers and practitioners can—promote and maintain the economic conditions that

enable new clusters to emerge. Such an environment, for example might support knowledge creation, entrepreneur-

ship, new firm formation and the availability of capital” (Cortright, 2006, p. V). Google Scholar shows over two-

million entries for combination of “cluster” “strategy” and “Porter.” The literature we have sampled is replete with

seemingly common sense bromides. A cluster is not necessarily a sine qua non for accelerated regional growth, but

can offer facilitating conditions.

Next to a conditional perspective on regional development clusters, another approach might be to remove bar-

riers and get out of the way of propulsive forces, as Desrochers and Sautet (2004) suggest. These writers are less

optimistic with respect to the cluster concept as a basis for a regional planning strategy. Are cluster strategies really

market-based? “Upon closer examination, however, one must face the facts that not much is new about this [cluster]

strategy and that it probably contains the seeds of its own demise … the concept is fuzzy and its promotion at the

expense of spontaneously evolved diversity makes regions more likely to experience economic downturns, prevents

the spontaneous creation of inter-industry linkages and hampers the creation of new ideas and businesses.”

(Desrochers & Sautet, 2004, p. 2).

“More than traditional industries, the knowledge economy has an inherent tendency toward geographical

agglomeration” (Moretti, 2012, p. 5). But agglomeration economies can be many things. The simplest idea is that

firms co-locate because of direct industrial shipment linkages. Gordon and Cho (2018) report research for the Los

Angeles area's 3-digit (NAICS) industries and how these co-locate among (small-area) census block groups. In regres-

sions they find that only three percent of industrial pair-wise co-location can be explained by input–output linkages

(pairwise sales as well as purchases).3 They also find that agglomeration can be near as well as (relatively) far.4 Esti-

mating Ripley (Dixon, 2002, functions they find the non-random probabilities of encountering a similar firm as dis-

tance increases. They report that non-random co-location can extend to 20 kilometres – and occasionally more. In a

few cases, the maximum distance (the spatial extent of the region studied) shows the highest odds of encountering a

same-sector (or closely related) firm. There is surely attenuation with distance but the spatial extent of agglomeration

can be large and beyond plausible design capabilities of planners. Cities have been spreading out for as long as we

have good data. It is not surprising the agglomeration also spreads. Perhaps the traditional image of a spatial cluster

is too confining. One-hundred years ago, the geniuses of Vienna met in the coffee houses of the Ringstrasse-

contained 1st District.5 There are now many more ways to interact in the modern world.

In a recent study of aviation clusters, Kourtit, Nijkamp, and Suzuki (2017) introduced the concept of effective

clusters to highlight that in a technologically advanced sector information exchange among top managers and execu-

tive staff is a critical success factor. Where goods are exchanged, there is also information exchange. We all seek

2Here is Cortright's (2006, p. v) suggested list :

1. Cluster analysis can help diagnose a region's economic strengths and challenges and identify realistic ways to shape the region's economic future.

2. Different regions have different sets of economic development opportunities. Not every place can or should become another Silicon Valley.

3. The foundations of a regional economy is a group of clusters, not a collection of firms.

4. Successful development strategies are usually those that extend, refine, or recombine a region's existing strengths, not those that indiscriminately chase

companies or industries.

5. Identifying a cluster's competitive strengths and needs requires and on-going dialogue with the firms and other economic actors in the cluster.

6. It is more important and fruitful to work with groups of firms on common problems (such as training or industrial modernization) than to work with

individual firms.

7. Economic development subsidies and recruitment efforts aimed at industrial firms, if used at all, should be focused on firms that fit with existing

clusters.

8. It is difficult for public policies to create new clusters deliberately. Instead, policy-makers and practitioners should promote and maintain the economic

conditions that enable new clusters to emerge. Such an environment, for example, might support knowledge creation, entrepreneurship, new firm

formation, and the availability of capital.

9. Cluster policy and practice are not: Just a public sector activity; A program; A means of “picking winners”; A one-size-fits-all approach to economic

development.
3National coefficients are used to avoid the problem of endogeneity.
4“It [Bletchley Park] did, however have one advantage: it was equidistant from London, Cambridge, and Oxford “ Watson (2001), p. 361) .
5The modern version is Oldenburg (1999).
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information because this is how we develop new ideas. We all seek useful knowledge and are keen to figure out

where and how to get it. Thus, clusters are not predominantly based on industrial linkages, but also on access to rele-

vant information, trust and connections with local or regional stakeholders, policy-makers and industry partners. It is

thus clear that cluster performance is determined by both social capital developed among cluster participants and

individual entrepreneurial spirit, in additional to industrial location advantages. As we have suggested, this is complex

because in the modern age information can be many things, including the development and maintenance of trust

relationships. From Saxenian we know that where job-hopping is possible, it is the individuals not affiliations, that

matter.

Coase charged managers with choosing what to make vs what to buy. All supply chains have a spatial dimension;

managers must also decide what to buy vs. what to make where. The finding of near and far co-locationperhaps

belies the common understanding of cluster or hub. Dictionary definitions of cluster often mention “closely

together”. But electronic communications suggest not closely together is an option for some while tacit information

exchange involving face-to-face contact are also important. Entrepreneurs choose the communications blend best

for their enterprise. This ties in with recent proximity concepts suggested by Torre and Wallet (2014).

Also just as there are clusters within cities, planners also look for clusters of cities. “Megapolitan” regions in

Europe and the US are occasionally cited, such as the Ruhr Area in Germany and the Randstad in the Netherlands. In

China, the Pearl River Delta is recognized as a cluster, but it and all the others had formed and developed quite

spontaneously.

The associated discussions of cities and clusters usually note that size matters. But cluster size is also emergent.

Agglomeration benefits and knowledge spillovers presumably flow from urban scale, that is too simple. The almost

uncountable details of spatial layout are key. Bettencourt and West (2010) have shown the importance of city “scal-

ing” and economies of scale as a powerful explanatory variable. Doubling city size yields an 11% improvement in pro-

ductivity.6 Likewise, Anas (2012, p. 146) reported, “The data on the largest U.S. metro areas show that commute

times increase only slightly with metro size: the elasticity of the average commute with respect to the number of

workers is about 0.1 in 1990 and 2000.” Planners' promotion of “compact” cities is apparently too simple. Scale and

compactness obscure the complexity of spatial organization. The cited findings suggest that there is considerable

economizing as growth occurs, including strategic co-location choices and similar manner of spatial organization. Without

strategic choices (and availabilities) of sites, how would businesses (or cities) be competitive? Can regional planners

fathom and guide these effectively? Or will the many crucial details emerge bottom-up? Clearly, the cluster concept

is based on a diverse panorama of regional development determinants and challenges.

Agglomeration effects are expected to operate across industries, over space as well as over time. Indeed, these

effects are hard to separate. Rosenthal and Strange (2003) study three effects, across industries, over space as well

as over time (path-dependent to an extent). Moretti (2012, p. 5) notes: “The growing divergence of American com-

munities is important not just for itself but because of what it means for American society. While the divide is first

and foremost economic, it is now beginning to affect cultural identity, health, family stability, and even politics. The

sorting of highly educated Americans into some communities and less educated Americans into others tends to mag-

nify and exacerbate all other socioeconomic differences.”A strong human capital base, often a nearby research uni-

versity, is important and, to some extent, self-perpetuating. The spatial dimension of human capital calls also for due

attention to connectivity and proximity of information carriers.

3 | CLUSTERS AND PROXIMITY

Clusters in space are based on two properties: geographic concentration of economic activity and social con-

nectivity/proximity among agents. The idea of a geographic cluster suggests—next to a critical size—also spatial

6http://www.santafe.edu/research/cities-scaling-and-sustainability/
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boundaries. But are there ever clear boundaries? Just as cities and regions do not stop abruptly, nor do clusters—or

“tech-hubs”. They spread in complex ways. Occasionally, they are laid out as corridors. Gordon and Cho (2018) and

Rosenthal and Strange (2003) look at the spatial extent of agglomeration in the US. They show that there can be co-

location and agglomeration “near and far.” Thus, the geographic characteristics of a cluster are by no means

unambiguous.

Clusters house in a given area or corridor a variety of different actors. These actors may have technical, social-

cultural or economic linkages, but in many cases there is a multiplicity of proximity factors, as is clearly highlighted in

the seminal work by Torre and Wallet (2014). “Proximity” can mean many things. This is not surprising. Whereas, sig-

nificant collaboration can be via electronic media, there are also good reasons for occasional face-to-face encounters.

Learning and the exchange of tacit knowledge are essential as is the building and maintenance of trusting relation-

ships. It is not just that engineers have to trust and understand each other but so do innovators and their financiers.

In all cases, the choices of interaction modes are not binary. Participants consider the trade-offs involved and seem-

ingly chose a variety of communication blends. The choice impacts decisions on location and commuting and net-

working. In fact, it is difficult to separate commuting from networking. They involve complex trade-offs and choices

that underlie the decision on how to agglomerate. There is no death of distance (Cairncross, 2001).7 It is not about

moving people or moving ideas. Both move and are moved. Again, the chosen blend varies by situation and matter

at hand.

It is not clear what exactly planners can or should do to foster clusters, growth corridors or tech hubs, and the

like. Who should be in and who should be out? Do policy-makers have any clear basis of choosing? Is it a matter of

picking “winners” or more plausibly a matter of being congenial to entrepreneurs? Cortright's list suggests “no.” First

and foremost, not stifling the entrepreneurial effort is essential. Choosing where to operate and how to interact is a

part of entrepreneurial activity.

The literature on spatial organization and cities that focuses on “density,” and “compactness” (usually undefined)

misses this important point. Can a major urban setting be described by a single variable such as scale or density?

Moreover, recent research shows that many talented people migrate to low or medium-density residential places

with low-to-medium density opportunities sufficiently nearby, where choice and diversity are near enough. Near

enough in the digital age is not what it used to be. In any event, the many desired degrees and varieties of density

and compactness are endogenous and cannot be known by top-down planners. They emerge bottom-up. Proximity

as a facilitating factor for generating scale and agglomeration advantages is mainly based on human interaction and

cannot easily be steered. It is part of territorial capital that may stimulate regional competitiveness and innovative-

ness (see Caragliu, 2015).

4 | TOP DOWN AND BOTTOM UP

The popularity of the cluster concept as part of regional development planning has brought up intriguing questions

on the role of government and policy. Top-down and bottom-up forces (and plans) are always in play. All private

actors have plans. All public agencies make plans. Does this necessarily suggest costly conflict? Can top-down plan-

ners do the things that Porter asks of them? Does he ask too much or too little? The question of the best comple-

mentarities remains open. Holcombe (2012) has suggested that top-down planners focus on infrastructure and let

private developers take these plans as the “rules of the game” and plan the best of their properties accordingly. The

1811 Commissioners Plan of New York is often cited as an auspicious example. How often can we expect that kind

of prescience?

7Air travel volume is still growing, https://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/Pages/2016-03-08-01.aspx
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Questions of order about disorder in cities have long interested people who think about cities (Jacobs, 1961;

Sennett, 1970). In light of modern concerns over environment, many planning agencies have opted for strong con-

trols that they believe improve the likelihood of a preferred order.

Removing barriers has not been the way that many planners approach the challenge. Quite the opposite. High

(some say exploding) housing costs in major cities, notably in and near brain bubs like Silicon Valley, have been

blamed on tough regulatory regimes, including urban growth boundaries8 (Glaeser & Gyourko, 2018; Pollakowski &

Wachter, 1990; a large literature documents the link between land use controls and high housing costs). High hous-

ing costs, in turn, soak up the economy's productivity gains, transferring them to landlords. Moreover, they limit local

labour pool depth, turnover and availability. This inhibits the labour pooling advantage of the area. At this writing, a

“not in my backyard” (NIMBY) reaction has taken hold in many places. It also promotes the idea that new construc-

tion must be allowed only rarely.

Strategies and policies can of course mean many things. Can any top-down involvement maintain a sufficiently

light touch to leave room for bottom-up ingenuity to flower? Expanding human ingenuity is, after all, the essence of

what tech hubs are for. Entrepreneurial ingenuity in the context of plausibly secure property rights allows learning

via continuous trial-and-error experiments.

Staley & Scarlett (1997, pp. 1–11) are among the few who address the problem of developing a top-down plan-

ning light touch. They discuss standard city planning as practiced in the US and suggest a plausible light-touch alter-

native, one that leaves room for bottom-up innovation. Staley and Scarlett's version of a light touch approach

includes these features:

• Planning should include a presumption in favor of property owners, requiring public hearings only if parties

directly affected by the project identify tangible impacts on their interests. This approach does require that devel-

opers properly notice neighbors of proposed developments.

• Local planning decisions should be protected from regional or state interference unless a clear public interest

exists or regional spillover effects are not addressed in the proposed plan.

• Developers should be expected to modify projects to minimize negative impacts, but these impacts should be tan-

gible and measurable.

• Planning boards should adopt zoning districts that accommodate a large number of uses to facilitate changing

needs.

• Cities should adopt administrative review processes that set forth clearly defined criteria for what is acceptable

by local planning boards.

• Property owners and developers should bear the costs of property development, including infrastructure directly

associated with that development. However, property owners should be given latitude to determine what kind of

infrastructure is appropriate.

• Standing in public hearings should be limited to parties clearly and directly affected by a proposed development.

• Development approval should be based on a set of clearly defined and stable rules, rather than on prescribing

specific land-use outcomes. Stability can be enhanced by requiring a supermajority to modify planning board deci-

sions and by requiring pre-application meetings.

Would the outcomes, if they came to be, have a plausible expectation of autonomy from non-light touch governance

higher up the federal system? That can be a stumbling block. US federal housing policy can be described as national

government support for housing demand while most local government efforts restrict supply. Housing affordability

problems result.

Variants of this approach best suited to local circumstances are clearly possible. The nature of fast-changing and

unpredictable technological change argue for the flexibility inherent in the light touch suggestion. An approach

8Often a part of “smart growth” plans to contain “sprawl.”
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sensitive to local conditions and congenial to entrepreneurial experimentation has the best chance of developing the

spatial arrangements that work, including workable spatial dimensionality and industry mix. This would supersede

the discussion of whether regional industrialization specialization or diversity are the better regional planning strat-

egy. Like the other attributes of local industrial development, the most promising spatial organization and industry

mix are more likely to emerge bottom-up than be determined via analysis and then promoted top-down. Local area

industry mix is inevitably complex and includes peculiar degrees of specialization as well as diversity.

The essential discovery processes that characterize technological and economic advance are not a good fit with

conventional top-down planning. The knowledge problem that planners face becomes especially acute in times of

rapid technological change (Hayek, 1945). There are clearly also painful distributional issues involved with “command

and control” systems. If incentives and other perks are offered, who gets them, when and, where? If housing is scarce

and expensive, are planners ready and able to de-regulate some of the approvals process? If there are infrastructure

bottlenecks, are planners ready to move away from politically popular mega-projects to projects and policies that

respond to demand? Tech-hub ambitions are nothing if these policy realities are not confronted. Major infrastructure

projects are a good skeleton but the “invisible infrastructure” of electronic communication channels denotes the

almost uncountable links that are created spontaneously bottom-up.

Perhaps the most critical question is not whether cluster creation and development needs government support,

but much more what type of support in a given institutional and regional development context. The French success

story of Sophia Antipolis near Nice might perhaps have failed under different governance conditions. Cluster policy

is clearly a multi-stakeholder activity, with different roles and competences of all actors involved depending on local

circumstances.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Human sociality is well appreciated. We have evolved to communicate and work in teams. This explains how our

species have been able to dominate the planet even though we are not the strongest or the fastest or the most agile.

“Humans dominate the planet not because they are so smart but because they have found ways to co-operate;

unlike bees and elephants, they can co-operate flexibly and in large numbers.” (Harari, 2017, pp 133–134). The way

that people arrange themselves in space is a key part of this phenomenon.

Space is one of the media through which new economic activity comes about. It may act as both a facilitator or

as on impediment. The role of cities is well appreciated. Within and between cities complex spatial layouts of some

kind will emerge to exploit the positive features of geographic location through a wide range of agglomeration

advantages. One size cannot fit all and planning must be open to emergent arrangements. “Cluster” can include such

forms, be they near or far.

Do we locate and co-locate for social or economic reasons? Is the question even meaningful? Can these

impulses be separated? The networking we do has economic payoffs but these follow the establishment of trust rela-

tionships that could easily be shoehorned into the category “social.” People and firms locate in cities because they

want space as well as access. That involves complex trade-offs, especially in light of the many accessibilities and

modes of interaction they consider.

Goals like “equity” and “efficiency” are widely espoused and discussed by economists and others. Some claim

that there are trade-offs. Others say that it is possible to get more (or less) of both. In either case, the role of cities

and regions and their complex spatial arrangements are inevitably part of the discussion. Any approach that recog-

nizes the development of brains and the power of ideas has clear long run advantages.. Best strategies for any long

run are challenging but facilitating the development of new ideas has clear appeal.
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